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Abstract

To improve the response of an autonomous ground vehicle (AGV)
as it seeks to complete an outdoor mission, the control system of the ve-
hicle should vary as it encounters specific terrains such as sand, gravel,
mud, or ice. To determine when to switch the control system it is bene-
ficial to have accurate and fast online terrain classification. The earliest
terrain classification algorithms were vision-based. However, vision sen-
sors may lead to inaccuracy in certain situations, for example, when the
terrain that the vehicle experiences cannot be visually detected due to
superficial ground cover such as leaves, dry grass, or even a thin layer
of water. Hence, vision-based terrain classification should be accompa-
nied by vibration-based classification, similar to how a human driver
perceives the terrain using both sight and feel.

This chapter presents both theory and methods for terrain clas-
sification using vibration sensors. First, it uses a specific result from
terrain classification using 2D structured light sensors to experimentally
demonstrate that the signature of a particular terrain is given by the
magnitude of the spatial frequency response of the system. Next, it is
shown that the speed of the vehicle and the vibration transfer function
of the system define a map from the spatial frequency response to the
frequency responses of the vibration sensors. Hence, the magnitudes of
the latter frequency responses serve as speed-dependent terrain signa-
tures. An algorithm based on a Probabilistic Neural Network is then
developed for terrain classification using this vibration signature. The
online computational burden of this algorithm is substantially reduced
by using Principal Component Snalysis to obtain a lower dimensional
signature vector. The resulting algorithm is demonstrated using data
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from two very different AGVs, a relatively small ATRV-Jr with no sus-
pension system and a much larger Experimental Unmanned Vehicle
with a suspension system.

The remainder of this chapter introduces new concepts in terrain
classification. First it is assumed that the vehicle’s vibrational transfer
function is known. Then the vibration measurements can be mapped
back to the surface inputs of the vehicle tires. The result is an algorithm
that is theoretically speed independent and is also capable of detecting
when the vehicle’s left and right tire sets are traveling on two different
surfaces at once. Second, a staged classification approach is presented
to improve the classification results using the previously presented al-
gorithms. The chapter closes with future directions for research.

1 INTRODUCTION

Autonomous ground vehicles (AGVs) are expected to operate in collabo-
ration with manned vehicles in operations including agricultural applications,
search and rescue missions, reconnaissance and surveillance, supply and lo-
gistics, etc. These situations may require the vehicle to traverse a variety of
off-road terrains that can adversely affect the vehicle’s performance. There-
fore, terrain-based adjustments to the vehicle’s driving rules [1, 2] and control
system [3] can improve its performance and prevent the robot from becoming
disabled. As an illustration of off-road driving rules, consider an AGV travers-
ing loose sand. By limiting the turn radius of the vehicle and not allowing the
vehicle to lose momentum, the tires will be less likely to dig into the sand or
experience a large amount of slip [1]. A terrain-dependent control system is
currently available for the Land Rover LR3 [3]. This Terrain Response System
allows the driver to manually adjust the vehicle’s control system, including
traction control, anti-lock braking, throttle response, transmission shift sched-
ule and differential locking to achieve improved vehicle handling and perfor-
mance on four sets of terrain groups: asphalt, grass/gravel/snow, mud and
ruts, and sand.

Prior to automating terrain-dependent driving rules and control systems
for AGVs, an automated terrain classification procedure must be integrated to
identify the terrain. Initially, research for terrain classification focused almost
exclusively on applying vision-based algorithms to infer the traversability and
class of the terrain [4, 5]. The purpose was to identify the terrain prior to
traversal to avoid hazardous terrains and obstacles. For example, Howard and
Seraji introduced the Fuzzy Traversability Index Algorithm, which used vi-
sual intensity levels to determine the terrain characteristics such as the rough-
ness, slope, and discontinuity [4]. These characteristics are used to determine
whether the terrain is traversable in relation to the presence of ditches, rocks,
or extreme slopes. Detection of the terrain characteristics becomes difficult and
unreliable when shadows affect the ability to distinguish between the terrain
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surface and obstacles located on the terrain. Another classification method by
Vandapel avoids the effects of variability in light intensity by the use of statis-
tical properties of 3D ladar sensor data to determine the surrounding terrains
[5]. This method applied off-line statistical analysis techniques to ladar sensor
data to segment a scene into three classes: vegetation, terrain rocks, and thin
wires or tree branches.

Another approach to classifying the terrain is through the reactive re-
sponses felt by the AGV as it traverses the local terrain. Past research in
terrain classification through “feel” characterized the terrain by estimating its
cohesion and internal friction from measured parameters of the vertical load,
torque, wheel sinkage, wheel angular speed, and wheel linear speed [6, 7].
These measurements were used in simplified forms of classical terramechan-
ics equations to estimate terrain parameters for planetary rovers, which were
compared to stored parameters of known terrains. The equations on which
the method is based are effective at low speeds and may encounter inaccura-
cies in parameter measurements, such as wheel sinkage in non-granular type
terrains. There have been efforts to improve the estimation for use on higher
speed vehicles by incorporating vision and auditory based classification with
the terrain parameter estimation technique [8].

This chapter details approaches that characterize the terrain by the mea-
sured frequency response of the vehicle vibrations. It demonstrates that the
vehicle vibrations are correlated to the terrain type and a terrain signature
is given by extracted magnitude frequency responses measured from vibration
sensors. The frequency response approach, initially suggested in [8] and first
developed in [9, 10, 11], treated the vehicle as a particle with only one degree
of freedom. This classification was carried out statistically by applying the
Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) classifier. Similar results for classifying
sand, dirt, and gravel were obtained by applying linear discriminant analysis
to the power spectral density of vibration data [12]. However, treating the ve-
hicle as a particle results in poor performance at certain speeds and on certain
terrains, especially when the vibration amplitudes are low.

Recent research also classified and characterized the terrain using indi-
vidual types of sensor modalities [13]. The experiments were conducted using
Activmedia’s skid steered Pioneer 3-AT robot platform, with sensor modalities
that included an inertial navigation system, motor current sensors, encoders,
and a microphone sensor. These sensors measured the vehicle responses as
the robot traversed grass, sand, gravel, and pavement. Experiments were con-
ducted using data collected as the robot traversed along a 4 m × 4 m square
path at a single speed of 30 cm/s. A multilayered feed-forward network clas-
sification system was applied to the extracted discrete Fourier transform fre-
quency components from each individual sensor modality to return a terrain
type. Implementation of this approach requires a separate neural network for
each sensor modality. In this aspect, each network would return a separate ter-
rain type, which requires an additional classification fusion algorithm to make
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a final determination of the underlying terrain type. The fusion of data from
all sensor modalities into a single multilayered feed-forward neural network
results in a considerable increase in memory and computation requirements,
which will result in slow classification.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 identifies the input terrain
signature applied to the wheels of an AGV using a 2D structured light sen-
sors and describes its relationship to the robot’s reactive vibrations. Section
3 uses the measured reactive vibrations to develop a speed dependent classi-
fication system to determine the terrain at a single trained speed. Section 4
improves this classification system by developing a multiple speed classification
system that enables computationally efficient classification for a given number
of speeds. Section 5 then presents a preliminary algorithm for multiple speed
classification that uses interpolation to reduce the number of speeds used in
training. Section 6 compares the algorithms of Sections 3, 4, and 5 in terms of
memory requirements and computational time, important metrics for on-line
implementation. Section 7 proposes a new approach to terrain classification in
which the reactive terrain signatures are mapped back to each input wheel of
the AGV using the vibrational transfer function. This approach theoretically
leads to classification at multiple speeds while training at only one speed and
also has the ability to determine whether the left-side and right-side tires are
traversing different terrains. Section 8 discusses future work. Finally, Section
9 presents conclusions.

2 TERRAIN SIGNATURE RESPONSE

As an AGV traverses a terrain at a given speed, it exhibits a distinct vi-
brational reaction based on this underlying terrain. As the terrain or vehicle
speed changes, these vibrations change. This section provides an explanation
of this phenomena based on the spatial Fourier transform of the surface coun-
tour of the underlying terrain. This countour was experimentally observed in
this analysis for various terrains using the Carnegie Mellon University Laser
Line Striper [14], a high resolution 2D structured light sensor. The analysis
then proceeds by considering a model of the vibrational transfer function of
the AGV.

Though the purpose of using vision sensors here is to provide the funda-
mental justification for vibration-based classification, the results of this section
can actually be used for vision-based terrain classification. However, it should
be kept in mind that vision-based classification becomes unreliable, such as,
cases when the underlying terrain is overlaid with superficial ground cover-
ings, such as leaves. Hence, it should be complemented with vibration-based
classification, the subject of this chapter.
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2.1 Terrain Profile

Capturing the surface profile of a terrain can provide significant features
that can be used for classification of the traversed terrain. A 2D structured
light sensor, specifically the Laser Line Striper, developed at Carnegie Mel-
lon University (Figure 1) was mounted on Activmedia’s Pioneer 3-AT mobile
robot. As this robot traversed various terrains that included sand, grass,
gravel, and asphalt, images are captured from the Laser Line Striper. An

Figure 1: The CMU Laser Line Striper Mounted on Activmedia’s Pioneer
3-AT Mobile Robot

example of the raw image data collected from the Laser Line Striper as it
traversed the terrains is shown below in Figure 2. The surface profiles were
extracted from each image in Figure 2 using the image data and triangulation
of the known mount location of the laser and camera. Effectively this results
in each pixel being spaced by approximately 0.83mm. The resulting surface
profiles are shown in Figure 3. Applying the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
on the resulting profiles, the magnitude spatial frequency response of these
profiles was extracted as shown in Figure 4. From this figure the unique sig-
nature of each terrain can be easily distinguished by observing the differences
in frequency response magnitude for each terrain. It can be shown that in
general, these signatures are consistent along a given terrain and are sufficient
for classification purposes [15].

2.2 Relationship Between Vehicle and Terrain

To illustrate the concept of how the terrain contour affects the reactive
vibrations of an AGV, consider an AGV modeled as a linear, open-loop vibra-
tional system with transfer function G(s). X(t), the system inputs, are the
surfaces under each wheel and Y (t), the system outputs, are the corresponding
AGV vibrations. This relationship is stated in both the Laplace and frequency
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a.) Sand b.) Grass

c.) Gravel d.) Asphalt

Figure 2: The Characteristic Images of the Contours of Four Terrains

Figure 3: The Extracted Profiles of the Characteristic Images in Figure 2
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Figure 4: The Terrain Magnitude Spatial Frequency Response

domains as follows:

Y (s) = G(s)X(s), (1)

Y (jω) = G(jω)X(jω). (2)

The system’s vibration outputs will contain characteristics resulting from the
signatures in the surface profile of each terrain (input frequency response).
It should be noted that these spatial input signatures of the terrain surface
profile remain relatively consistent irrespective of changes in vehicle speed.
However, changes in speed does influence the output reactive vibrations felt
by the system, due to the influence of the vehicle model on the inputs.

A depiction of the model used to represent a four-wheeled AGV is shown
in Figure 5. To develop a vibration model for the system using traditional
modeling techniques, as in [16], several assumptions were used. First, the
frame of this vehicle was treated as a rigid body with a center of mass in the
geometric center. Second, the geometry of the tires was ignored and each tire
was modeled as the combination of a linear spring and damper. Next, it was
assumed that the wheels never lose contact with the ground and the direction
of the contact force is assumed to always be in the vertical direction. Next,
small angle approximations were used in order to make the model linear. For
simplification the robot will be assumed to be moving in a straight line at con-
stant speed. This allows the affects of turning, accelerating, and decelerating
on the vertical velocity and angular rates to be ignored and all the wheels to
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Figure 5: The AGV Model

be assumed to be moving at the same speed. The resulting model is given by




z̈(s)
ωy(s)
ωx(s)


 =




g11(s) g12(s) g13(s) g14(s)
g21(s) g22(s) g23(s) g24(s)
g31(s) g32(s) g33(s) g34(s)




︸ ︷︷ ︸
G(s)




X1(s)
X2(s)
X3(s)
X4(s)


 , (3)

where the vertical displacements X1(s), X2(s), X3(s), and X4(s) of the wheels
are linearly mapped to the z axis acceleration z̈(s), the y axis rotation rate
ωy(s), and the x axis rotation rate ωx(s) by the system transfer function G(s).

Due to the irregular surface of the terrain, time-varying vertical displace-
ments X1(t), X2(t), X3(t), and X4(t) occur at each of the wheels. If these
displacements can be measured, then they can be used for terrain classifica-
tion. However, it is impossible or extremely difficult to directly measure the
vertical displacements using proprioceptive sensors. Instead the vibration of
the vehicle as a single body is measured using proprioceptive sensors, such
as an internal navigational unit [17]. The vibration due to the vertical wheel
displacements is completely characterized by the vertical, roll, and pitch mo-
tions and here are considered to be the vertical acceleration z̈(t), the pitch
rate ωy(t), and the roll rate ωx(t). As a result, features from the output fre-
quency responses of the vibration measurements will be used to train and test
a classifier used for terrain classification.
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2.3 Vibration-Based Terrain Features

This section explains the basic concepts and assumptions for vibration-
based classification. It details the structure of the terrain signature features
that are extracted and used for classifying the terrain.

Consider an AGV modeled as a vibrating system [18] with base excitation
as illustrated in Figure 5, which shows the body-centered x-y-z axes. The reac-
tive signature features are contained within the robot’s translational accelera-
tion z̈(t), and angular velocities ωy(t) and ωx(t). A classifier can be developed
to train on these signature features to later identify the terrain type. In the
context of terrain classification, training involves the presentation of sample
terrain induced sensor data from different terrain types recorded at different
speeds. The sensor data, representative of the robot’s reactive response along
the terrain, is collected or extracted into time segments. Therefore, samples of
the robot’s translational acceleration z̈(t), and angular velocities ωx(t), ωy(t)
are collected into short time segments. The magnitude frequency components
are extracted from each time segment sample and stored within a column vec-
tor. For example, consider one segment of time domain data along one terrain
with extracted magnitude frequency components between the range of fmin and
fmax for the l-dimensional vectors tωx , tωy , and tz̈ (l is the selected number of
magnitude frequency components between fmin and fmax). A d-dimensional
terrain signature vector t comprised of these magnitude frequency components
is defined as

t ,
[

tT
ωx

tT
ωy

tT
z̈

]T
, (4)

where d = 3l. Recall that since t is dependent upon the unknown transfer
function G(s), changes to the body of the vehicle, such as load variations or
tire pressure, will lead to changes in G(jω). This will in turn lead to a change
in the signature vector t. As an illustration, consider the case in which results
from [19] are used to choose the mass, stiffness and damping parameters to
correspond to the Pioneer 3-AT in Figure 1, which has a specified maximum
load capacity of 25 kg. Figure 6 shows the variations in the magnitude of four
of the elements of G(jω) as the carried load, assumed to be concentrated above
the center of gravity, varies from 0 kg to 25 kg. Obviously, these variations
have the potential to affect classification based on t.

In classifying the traversed terrain there are two possible ways to address
effects such as changing load, tire pressure, etc. The most straightforward ap-
proach is to collect additional samples to train the algorithm under multiple
expected load conditions. However for a robot with a large carrying capacity
this could result in an unreasonably large training set. A second approach is
to amplify or attenuate the elements of t based on the known load and tire
pressures. If a reliable analytical model of the vehicle is known, this approach
is preferable since the training set would require fewer samples, therefore re-
sulting in faster online classification.
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Figure 6: The Effects of Load (i.e., Mass) Changes on the Magnitude Fre-
quency Response of the Vibrational Transfer Function G(s)

3 SPEED DEPENDENT TERRAIN CLAS-

SIFICATION

As detailed in the previous section, the terrain signature is contained in
the magnitude of the spatial frequency response of the terrain and the terrain
determines the time-varying inputs to the wheels of the vehicle. The frequency
responses of these inputs are directly related to the spatial frequency response
of the terrain and are mapped via the vehicle’s vibration transfer function to
the responses measured by the vibration sensors. The results of this mapping
are magnitude frequency responses from measured vehicle vibrations that serve
as speed-dependent terrain signatures. This section assumes that the vibration
transfer function is unknown and focuses on terrain classification using the
responses measured by the vibration sensors.

In contrast to previous research, the algorithm developed here models the
vehicle as a vibration system with three degrees of freedom. The FFT is
applied to extract the magnitude frequency components, which serve as the
terrain feature vector. Classification is carried out statistically on these sig-
nature features using a Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) classifier, which
can be implemented online with relatively fast computations. The developed
classification algorithm is implemented experimentally on data collected from
two autonomous ground vehicle platforms, which will be described later, at
multiple speeds to show the efficacy of the proposed approach.
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3.1 The Classification Algorithm

In determining a method to classify the terrains, the classification algo-
rithm was developed using the statistical classification approach. The four
fundamental elements of statistical based classification are the choice of the
sensor inputs, preprocessing of the sensor data, feature extraction, and clas-
sification [20]. As previously mentioned, the sensor inputs were the vibration
measurements (z̈(t), ωy(t), and ωx(t)) measured from an inertial navigation
unit over a fixed time interval at a constant velocity. The preprocessing of
the input involved extracting the magnitude frequency response components
of the vibration measurements to create the feature vector t. An unknown
terrain feature vector is given as an input to the PNN classifier, which uses
the previously stored training data to classify the feature vector as one of the
trained terrains. A set of n training samples is taken at each speed sj along

Figure 7: The Speed Dependent Classification System

each terrain ti and stored in the training matrix

Psj ,ti =
[

t1,sj ,ti t2,sj ,ti . . . tn,sj ,ti

]
. (5)

Since models of the terrain and the robot are unknown, it is impossible to
determine the expected response of the system. Therefore, multiple samples
of the robot’s response along each terrain are collected to provide an estimated
model of the system’s response. It is impossible to determine the exact number
of samples required, as it is dependent on the classification problem. The
training matrix is stored in the system’s memory for use in the online training
of the PNN classifier.

An illustration showing sample magnitude frequency responses of different
terrains traversed by the robot platform is given in Figure 8. In particular, this
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figure displays examples of the extracted magnitude responses obtained for an
AGV traveling at a constant speed of 0.5 m/s over six surfaces that include
packed gravel, loose gravel, sparse grass, tall grass, asphalt, and beach sand.
Each terrain produced a unique FFT magnitude in the frequency range [3,30]
Hz. However, for visual clarification the figures only show the responses in the
interval [3,12] Hz. The FFT magnitudes of Figures. 8a, 8b, and 8c respectively
define the vectors tωx , tωy , and tz̈, the components of the single terrain feature
vector t defined by (4). The online classification procedure corresponds to
determining a best fit for a new unknown input test vector t within a region
of a high dimensional vector space. To enable some visualization of the

a.) b.)

c.)

Figure 8: The Magnitude Frequency Response Of a) x-Axis Rotation Rate, b)
y-Axis Rotation Rate, and c) z-Axis Acceleration Traversing Six Terrains.

classification process, Figure 9 shows an extracted index of the feature vectors
tωx , tωy , and tz̈ corresponding to the frequency of 7.5195 Hz; this frequency
was chosen because the magnitude frequency responses of Figures. 8a, 8b,
and 8c tend to have a high amplitude at this frequency. (This phenomena is
dependent the specific robot platform and this frequency is simply used here
for visualization purposes.) Figure 9 presents a scatterplot representation
for the six terrains with five samples for each terrain and clearly shows data
clustering for each of the terrains. There is some separation between terrains,
which is especially evident for asphalt, packed gravel, loose gravel, and sparse
grass. It is also evident that beach sand and tall grass appear to be closely
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Figure 9: The Terrain Vector Space Point Cloud Representation Of the Six
Terrains at The Dominant Frequency 7.5195 Hz.

adjoined. Also note that the actual dimension of the feature vector t is 831
(= 277 × 3) for this data. In general, more separation between these two
terrains is evident in the higher dimensional space with the inclusion of more
distinguishing features.

3.2 Probabilistic Neural Network Classification

This section describes how the Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) was
used to classify an unknown test feature vector t as a particular terrain. Sev-
eral tools such as the backpropagation multilayer perceptron, support vector
machines, and other similar methods for pattern classification could have been
used [21, 22]. The PNN was chosen because of its simplicity, robustness to
noise, and online training [23].

The PNN [23, 24] is a pattern classifier that applies classical Bayesian
optimal decision theory. The Bayes decision rule states that an unknown
vector t is assigned to class ci of a two category case as

hiliP (ci|t) > hjljP (cj|t), i 6= j, (6)

where hk is the prior probability of occurrence, lk is the loss associated with
misclassifying an object to class k, and P (ck|t) is the probability density func-
tion (pdf) of t belonging to class k. The PNN simplifies this decision rule by
assuming that the prior probability hk and the loss function lk are equal for all
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categories; therefore, the decision is based entirely on the pdf, which reduces
(6) to

P (ci|t) > P (cj|t), ∀ i 6= j. (7)

A known limitation of (7) is that the pdf of t for all classes is not known,
meaning (7) cannot be directly implemented. The PNN avoids this problem
by applying the Parzen-windows approach, which uses random samples of
the classes in conjunction with the unknown test sample to approximate the
probability distribution functions [25, 26, 27, 28]. The feed-forward neural
network structure of the PNN classifier, shown in Figure 10, consists of an
input layer, pattern layer, summation layer, and output layer. The input layer

Figure 10: The Probabilistic Neural Network Structure

distributes the unknown test input vector t to the pattern layer after applying
a weight ti

j that is essentially the training vector j of class i yielding

zi
j = tT ti

j, (8)

where zi
j represents the input to each pattern neuron j of class i.

The exponential function exp
[−(zi

j − 1)/σ2
]

is applied to the input zi
j

as the nonlinear activation function instead of the commonly known sigmoid
function used by typical multi-layered feed-forward networks. This activation
function represents a Gaussian distribution centered at each training vector
for each class.

The summation layer applies a unit scaled weight to each neuron received
from the pattern layer and sums the inputs corresponding to the class of the
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training features. The summation layer applies the Parzen-window estimator
to compute the probability of a given input t belonging to a class ci, with the
nonlinear exponential as the window function. This results in the approxima-
tion,

P (ci|t) =
1

(2π)
N
2 σNni

ni∑
j=1

exp

[
(zi

j − 1)

σ2

]
, (9)

where σ > 0 is known as the smoothing parameter defining the window width,
N is the dimension of the input vectors, and ni is the number of sample
patterns in class i. This represents an average of density estimates for each
class that is then scaled by the reciprocal of the window function volume. The
output layer uses the calculation of the pdf from the summation layer, and
applies the decision rule of (7) to select the class with highest probability.

An issue associated with applying the PNN classifier is choosing a suitable
estimate of the smoothing parameter σ. This parameter defines the deci-
sion boundaries between the trained categories. As σ increases, the decision
boundaries becomes highly linear and can result in an overlap of closely related
classes. On the other hand, a value of σ too small results in very non-linear
boundaries behaving as the nearest neighbor classifier, which does not result in
optimal class separation. It is not difficult to find a suitable value of σ and the
misclassification rate is not significantly impacted with small changes in σ [29].
There exists different approaches to choosing a suitable smoothing parameter
σ such as the cross-validation approach, in which σ is selected to maximize the
performance across all classes within a predefined range for given test inputs.
The inputs then consist of cyclically removing one training data sample to
use as a testing input or having an entirely separate cross-validation dataset.
In these initial experiments, the smoothing parameter was chosen empirically,
but future experiments will implement the cross-validation technique.

3.3 Field Experimentation

The classification algorithm described in Section 2.3 was programmed in
Matlab and implemented off-line. It was first applied to data collected from
the ATRV-Jr, a differentially steered vehicle that has no suspension system,
weighs about 50 kg, and has a maximum traversal speed of 1.4 m/s. Next,
the classification algorithm was applied to data collected on the much larger
XUV, a four wheel steered vehicle with an independent suspension system on
each wheel that weighs approximately 1150 kg and has a maximum speed of
about 40 mph, although the experiments were limited to speeds not exceeding
20 mph.
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3.3.1 Experimental Results for the ATRV-Jr

The ATRV-Jr, shown in Figure 11a, was equipped with an onboard com-
puter powered by a Pentium 3 800 MHz processor running the Red Hat Linux
6.2 operating system. Although various sensors were mounted on the ATRV-Jr
robot platform, this classification research focused on data measured from the
inertial measurement unit (IMU). As shown in Figure 11b, the IMU is mounted
within the body of the robot centered underneath the onboard computer; it
measures the vehicle’s translational accelerations and the rotational velocities
of the vehicle about the body fixed coordinate axes. As shown in Figure 12,

(a) (b)

Figure 11: a) The iRobot ATRV-Jr Robot Platform; b) The Mounted Cross-
bow IMU Sensor

the robot was commanded to traverse six different terrains: asphalt, packed
gravel, loose gravel, tall grass, sparse grass, and beach sand. For each terrain
the IMU recorded z̈, ωy, and ωx at ground speeds of 0.5 m/s and 1 m/s in
10-second intervals at a sample rate of 200 Hz resulting in 2000 time domain
samples. A uniform windowed FFT was applied to each 10-second time signal
and the magnitude frequency components were extracted. The transformation
produced magnitudes at 277 of the total 2048 frequency points along each axes
within the frequency range [3,30] Hz. This frequency range contained the dom-
inant signature magnitude components across all the terrains. This resulted
in a 831-dimensional feature vector for each terrain. These vectors were stored
in memory as the training data for the PNN classifier.

Testing the algorithm consisted of inputting additional data of the robot
traversing the test terrains for 150 seconds and measuring z̈, ωy, and ωx at
the same sample rate as the training data. This data was also divided into 10
second segments and the frequency components were extracted similar to that
of the training data. Each of the test samples were applied as inputs to the
classification system to calculate the probability that the test feature vector
belongs to a particular trained class. The algorithm produced 15 resulting
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 12: The ATRV-Jr Traversing a) Asphalt, b) Packed Gravel, c) Loose
Gravel, d) Tall Grass, e) Sparse Grass, f) Sand

terrain classifications, given that the 150 second feature vector is evaluated
every 10 seconds.

Tables 1 and 2 present the classification results for all of the terrains at the
speeds of 0.5 m/s and 1 m/s, respectively. The results show a high ability to
distinguish between the trained terrains. For example, at 0.5 m/s speed, the
algorithm classified five of the six terrains with greater than 90% accuracy. At
1.0 m/s these same five terrains were classified with greater than 85% accu-
racy. Tall grass misclassified one of the input samples as beach sand at 0.5
m/s, but provided a perfect classification at 1 m/s. Although at 0.5 m/s, one
sample of the sparse grass was misclassified as tall grass, the algorithm did
classify this sample as a grass terrain. Similar classifications results were evi-
dent in distinguishing between the gravel terrains. In general the loose gravel
provided more tire sinkage than the packed gravel. However, this effect was
not consistent throughout the loose gravel area. As a result, the classification
algorithm sometimes confused the two types of gravel surfaces. The asphalt
and sand terrains resulted in perfect classification performance.

It should be noted that since the goal of this research is to alter the robot’s
driving and control based on terrain, it is not necessary to distinguish between
all terrain types. Instead, it is sufficient to distinguish between terrain classes
that require unique driving rules and control. For example, since the loose and
packed gravel are nearly identical, they may not require dissimilar control.
Nevertheless, they were treated separately in these experiments to test the
algorithm’s ability to distinguish between terrains that are nearly identical in
appearance and roughness.
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Table 1: Terrain Classification Results at 0.5 m/s.

Detected Terrain

(Accuracy Rate = 94.4%)

Tested Terrain Packed Gravel Loose Gravel Sparse Grass Tall Grass Asphalt Sand

Packed Gravel 100% (15)

Loose Gravel 26.7% (4) 73.3% (11)

Sparse Grass 100% (15)

Tall Grass 93.3% (14) 6.7% (1)

Asphalt 100% (15)

Sand 100% (15)

Table 2: Terrain Classification Results at 1 m/s.

Detected Terrain

(Accuracy Rate = 92.2%)

Tested Terrain Packed Gravel Loose Gravel Sparse Grass Tall Grass Asphalt Sand

Packed Gravel 86.7% (13) 13.3% (2)

Loose Gravel 26.7% (4) 73.3% (11)

Sparse Grass 93.3% (14) 6.7% (1)

Tall Grass 100% (15)

Asphalt 100% (15)

Sand 100% (15)

3.3.2 Experimental Results for the XUV

The required XUV data was provided by its Inertial Reference Unit (IRU),
which measured the rotation rates and accelerations about the three axes, at
an update rate of 50 Hz. The XUV traversed asphalt, gravel, grass, mud,
and dirt at speeds of 5 mph (2.2 m/s), 8 mph (3.6 m/s), 11 mph (4.9 m/s),
14 mph (6.2 m/s), and 17 mph (7.6 m/s), and 20 mph (8.9 m/s). With
the goal of classifying terrains that require dissimilar control strategies, the
grass and gravel terrains were combined into one terrain type, consistent with
the Land Rover Terrain Response System [3]. Hence, the number of terrain
types considered was actually four: asphalt, gravel/grass, mud, and dirt. The
data collection for the XUV differed substantially from the data collection for
the ATRV-Jr in that some of the data was collected while the vehicle was
accelerating. This was necessitated by limits on the traversable distance at
the experimental test grounds. Figure 14 shows the results of applying the
classification system on the data collected and divided into 2 second samples.
The number of samples varied depending on the speed and terrain traversed.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 13: The XUV Traversing a) Asphalt, b) Mud, c) Dirt, d) Gravel, e)
Grass.

The terrain classification accuracy was in the range [70%,100%] for each
of the terrain/speed combinations except one (i.e., dirt at 20 mph which was
classified at 65% accuracy). The reduction in classification performance on
the XUV can be attributed to a reduced amount of terrain training samples
used for classification compared to the ATRV-Jr. The classification of mud
improved as the speed increased, possibly because on mud at the higher speeds
the magnitude of the vehicle vibrations increased and hence the classification
features became more distinct.

In this classification system, the classifier can sufficiently determine ter-
rains only at speeds that were trained. Ideally, this is impractical since it
would require the training data to encompass every conceivable speed along
the various terrains. This is not only insufficient, it will drastically degrade
the performance and classification time. The next section addresses this issue
by applying a linear transformation on training data at multiple speeds and
extracts a reduced set of features along all the terrains.

4 TERRAIN CLASSIFICATION AT MUL-

TIPLE SPEEDS

The previous approach to classifying terrains yielded high accuracy classi-
fication, but only when classifying at the single speed that was trained. Based
on the structure of the PNN classifier, this classification system computation
time significantly increases as training data from multiple speeds is incorpo-
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Figure 14: The Speed Dependent Classification System Results from the XUV.

rated into the PNN. For slow moving systems such as planetary rovers, which
have relatively small speed ranges, this limitation is not necessarily a problem;
however, for full scale vehicles with higher top speeds, the need to train at
a large number of speeds, while retaining fast, accurate classification, is im-
perative. The algorithm presented below addresses this problem by applying
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [30] to the matrix of training feature
vectors in order to obtain feature vectors of reduced dimension. The remain-
der of this section details this algorithm and presents experimental results on
data collected from the ATRV-Jr and XUV.

4.1 Multiple Speed Classification System

The addition of an eigenspace feature extraction method to the classifica-
tion system extends the off-line computations as illustrated in Figure 15. A
feature extraction method called Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was
applied to project all of the training magnitude feature vectors onto a new re-
duced orthogonal subspace. The training features for this system incorporates
terrains at multiple speeds instead of a single speed.

4.1.1 Off-line Training

In the algorithm of Section 3 each terrain and speed combination was
treated separately both in the training and classification phases. Hence as the
number of speeds increases the online computational requirements for classi-
fication can increase dramatically. It is desirable to develop an on-line clas-
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Figure 15: The Multiple Speed Classification System

sification algorithm that does not inherently increase in computation time as
training data from multiple speeds are added.

Consider a set of n redundant samples of the terrain signature vector t
collected for the terrain ti at a select speed sj, resulting in the matrix

Psj ,ti =
[

t1,sj ,ti t2,sj ,ti . . . tn,sj ,ti

]
. (10)

When m multiple speeds are collected per terrain, a matrix T for each terrain
ti becomes

Tti =
[

Ps1,ti Ps2,ti . . . Psm,ti

]
, (11)

where Psj ,ti represents samples at speeds sj of terrain ti. Combining all of the
terrain matrices Tti (ti = t1, t2, . . . , tν) results in the training matrix

D = [ Tt1 Tt2 Tt3 . . . Ttν ] ∈ Rd×r, (12)

where r = nmν is the multiplication of the number of samples n, speeds sm,
and terrains tν and d = 3l is the dimension of the terrain signature vector with
three sensor modalities of dimension l. Recall, the dimension d is dependent
on the sampling frequency used to collect the sensor data and the range of
extracted magnitude frequency components scaled by the number of sensors
modalities.

With a large number of high dimensional feature vectors for each terrain
and speed, the overall training matrix becomes very large, which can affect the
online computation performance. Fortunately, PCA can be applied to yield
reduced-order feature vectors. In implementing PCA, an unbiased set of the
training data D̂ was created by subtracting the mean vector d̄ ∈ Rd×1 of the
training matrix D from each column of the training data D matrix as

D̂ = D− d̄11×r, (13)

where 1m×n is an m × n matrix of ones. Computing the singular value de-
composition of this unbiased training data yields orthogonal matrices U and
V with a nonnegative diagonal matrix Σ such that

D̂ = UΣVT . (14)
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Each diagonal component of Σ corresponds to a principal component vector
(i.e., a column) ui of U. The amount of energy ξ associated with the first k
principal components is given by

ξ =

∑k
i=1 σ2

i∑d
i=1 σ2

i

, (15)

where σi are the diagonal components of the matrix Σ and σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · ≥ σd.
The parameter k serves as the reduced-order dimension and is chosen such that
ξ corresponds to 80% to 90% of the energy. Define

Uk =
[

u1 u2 . . . uk

]
(16)

and let Y ∈ Rk×r be given by

Y = UT
k D̂, (17)

where the columns of Y, denoted by yi are called the eigenspace coefficients
and serve as the reduced-order feature vectors for the training data. They are
the projections of the unbiased feature vectors d̂i (the columns of D̂) onto the
space spanned by Uk. Hence, the eigenspace coefficients are reduced-order
representations of the terrain signatures in the orthogonal basis defined by the
column space of Uk. Each yi corresponds to a specific terrain type and speed.

Due to the eigenspace orthogonality described above, the first three ele-
ments of the yi can be plotted on orthogonal axes in a 3-dimensional scatter
plot, which represents the eigenspace coefficients for k = 3. For example, con-
sider a robot traversing asphalt, gravel, and grass at training speeds of 0.5
m/s, 1 m/s, and 1.4 m/s. The eigenspace representation with k = 3 is shown
in Figure 16, which gives a visual representation of how the reduced-order
feature vectors cluster according to terrain type and speed.

4.1.2 On-line Testing

For online classification of an unknown terrain, the procedure is similar to
the previous speed dependent classification system. The transformation matrix
Uk is applied to the online procedure to transform the test feature vector ttest

corresponding to the speed stest ∈ {s1, s2, . . . , sm} onto the reduced eigenspace
of the training data, i.e.,

ytest = UT
k ttest. (18)

The PNN classifier determines the terrain by comparing ytest with the yi that
correspond to the speed stest.

4.2 Field Experimentation

The multiple speed algorithm was implemented on data collected from both
the ATRV-Jr and the XUV. The experiments involved the vehicles traversing
grass, gravel, and asphalt terrains.
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Figure 16: The Eigenspace Coefficients Of Three Terrains (Asphalt, Gravel,
Grass) for k = 3.

4.2.1 Experimental Results for the ATRV-Jr

The experimental procedures were consistent with those of Subsection
3.3.1. However, in contrast to those experiments, the time segments of the
data samples were 2 seconds instead of 10 seconds; this reduction reduces the
overall computational time.

For each combination of speed and terrain 40 training samples were col-
lected. An additional 35 samples were collected and used for implementation
of cross validation to determine the smoothing parameter σ. The training data
consisted of the eight defined speeds within the range [0.2 m/s,1.4 m/s] along
each of the three terrain types. This resulted in a training matrix D̂ ∈ R831×960

and a cross validation dataset matrix in R831×840. The eigenspace transforma-
tion matrix Uk and the eigenspace coefficient matrix Y were also computed.
It is evident from Figure 16 that there exist some distinctions between the
terrains at the different speeds. The addition of higher principal components
improves this separation of the terrains but becomes difficult to depict for
3D visual evaluation. In our simulation experiments, the first k = 25 prin-
cipal components were chosen to preserve approximately 90% of the train-
ing data energy. The resulting transformation matrix Uk then effectively re-
duced the training matrix D̂ ∈ R831×960 to the matrix of eigenspace coefficients
Ŷ ∈ R25×960 using (17). Hence, the feature vectors were substantially reduced
from dimension 831 to 25. The comparison of how this dimension reduction
improved memory and computational time will be discussed later in Section
6.
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In applying the offline cross validation, an estimated smoothing parameter
of σ = 0.15 was determined to maximize the overall performance. The test
samples consisted of 8 speeds within the speed range [0.2 m/s,1.4 m/s] along
each of the three trained terrains. At each speed and terrain, a total of 75
unknown feature vectors t were computed, each representing time domain
samples of 2 seconds each. During classification the positive classification
and misclassifications were collected and are presented in Table 3. The rows
of the table represent the classified terrains based on the input test terrain,
represented as the columns of the table. For each of the 8 blocks in Table
3 the diagonal components correspond to positive classifications, while the
off-diagonal components correspond to misclassifications. In each block the
parenthetical entries in each column correspond to the number of samples and
sum to 75 while the percentages sum to 100%. This table shows that for all
speeds the the accuracy of the multiple speed classification system was in the
range [81.8%, 97.8%], which corresponds to efficient classification. There still

Table 3: Results of the Multiple Speed Classification System for the ATRV-Jr

is some difficulty in distinguishing between the grass and gravel terrains. It is
also seen that at certain speeds it may be challenging to distinguish asphalt
from these two terrains.

4.2.2 Experimental Results for The XUV

The multiple speed classification system was also applied to data collected
from the XUV robot platform. The robot traversed asphalt, gravel, and grass
for 5 speeds within a range of [5 mph,17 mph] ([2.2 m/s,7.6 m/s]) in increments
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of 3 mph. Due to the inability to collect many training samples for mud and
dirt, these terrains were not included in these classification experiments. The
training data was comprised of all the data within the range [2.2 m/s,7.6 m/s].
Both the training and testing data corresponded to 2 seconds of vibration
measurements sampled at 50 Hz. The transformations (17) and (18) resulted
in reducing the dimension of the feature vectors used for classification from
114 to 5.

Table 4: Results of the Multiple Speed Classification System for the XUV

The classification performance is summarized in Table 4, which shows re-
sults for three terrains at the five trained speeds. At the slower speeds the
asphalt terrain is more accurately classified than grass or gravel. The gravel
terrain misclassified as either grass or asphalt at 5 mph (2.2 m/s), 11 mph
(4.9 m/s), and 17 mph (7.6 m/s). This misclassification is probably due to
the fact that there were fewer samples of the gravel terrain than for any of the
other terrains; hence, there were not enough samples of gravel to accurately
estimate the distribution function for this terrain, resulting in classification
that is biased towards the other trained terrains. This can easily be overcome
by simply taking more samples. Future experiments will include more terrains
and multiple runs along the terrains to collect a larger number of samples. The
use of different numbers of samples for different terrains tended to bias classi-
fication towards the asphalt terrain, which at all the speeds had more samples
available than the other terrains. The classification accuracy of grass tended
to increase as the speed increased, although the number of samples decreased.
This shows that the vibration signature of grass may become more distinct
as the speed increases. Although the performance along individual terrains
at select speeds was inconsistent, the minimum accuracy rate was just over
65%. This shows that the classification system is able to classify with rela-
tively good accuracy and including more samples should substantially increase
the classification rates.

For the multiple speed classification system, it was shown that by trans-
forming the feature matrix D̂ corresponding to the various terrains and multi-
ple speeds using the eigenspace transformation Uk, can yield a reduced order
feature vector Y that retains the features needed for accurate classification.
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This provides the ability to include a substantial number of speeds with rel-
atively low online computations. The next section presents an interpolation
scheme that can be used to reduce the number of training speeds.

5 MULTIPLE SPEED CLASSIFICATION

USING INTERPOLATION

As an AGV traverses a terrain at speeds close to each other, the eigenspace
coefficients yi corresponding to these speeds are highly correlated. As a re-
sult, a discrete nonlinear manifold is formed for each terrain, representing the
eigenspace coefficients as a function of speed. Using the eigenspace coefficients
for a fixed number of speeds within a given range, a continuous manifold can
be estimated for all speeds within this range using spline estimation. As illus-
trated by Figure 17, in this section the cardinal spline technique is applied to
the means of the clustered data coefficients at the discrete speeds for each ter-
rain in eigenspace. In this estimation technique, the PNN classifier is removed
and replaced with a simple nearest neighbor based classifier that compares a
test coefficient with the terrain manifolds.

Figure 17: The Speed Estimation Classification Block Diagram

5.1 Classification Using Interpolation

The classification method presented here uses an approach presented by
Murase and Nayar that determined the pose of an object within an image
[31, 32]. This research utilized the pose and illumination characteristics to
parameterize a 3-D object as it was rotated within a consecutive array of
images. It was presented that consecutive images of the rotated object at
relatively small angle changes were highly correlated and resulted in close
proximity projection coefficients within eigenspace. The projection coefficients
created a discrete manifold in eigenspace, in which a cubic spline or parametric
estimation techniques [33] were then used to interpolate between the discrete
points to create a hypersurface. For classification, a new unknown test object
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image is projected and compared using the Euclidean distance to the different
manifolds. Based on this premise, as an AGV traverses a terrain at relatively
close speeds, the corresponding eigenspace coefficients of the extracted features
should show correlation between the response of the vehicle to this change in
speed.

5.1.1 Off-line Training

Recall the unbiased training data matrix D̂ ∈ Rd×r, defined by (13), which
is comprised of the magnitude frequency response feature vectors of multiple
terrains at various speeds. Using PCA, the training data matrix is transformed
onto a reduced eigenspace resulting in the matrix of eigenspace coefficients
Y ∈ Rk×r. The coefficients (i.e., the columns yi) of Y form numerous clusters
relating samples taken at the same speed along the same terrain. In the
preliminary results of this section the mean points were calculated and chosen
to represent each of the respective clusters. These means represent the discrete
points used to calculate the manifold estimated for each terrain.

The estimation of the manifold was applied using the cardinal (Catmull-
Rom) spline technique [34]. This spline technique was chosen due to its imple-
mentation simplicity and the fact that it passes through all the given control
points, which does not occur for all splines techniques. The cluster means are
given as the control points of the cardinal spline technique. Figure 18 shows for
three terrains an example of the spline estimated manifolds that pass through
the cluster mean coefficients defined as the control points. (Note that Figure
18 corresponds to the first 3 elements of the principal components.)

Figure 18: The Eigenspace Manifolds Corresponding to the Cluster Median
Control Points of 3 Terrains.
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5.1.2 Online Classification

The online classification procedure involves providing the vibration mea-
surements (z̈(t), ωy(t), ωx(t)) over an unknown terrain for a specified time do-
main segment. As in the previous approaches, a magnitude frequency response
feature vector ttest is calculated. Then, the reduced-order feature vector ytest

is calculated using

ttest = UT
k ttest. (19)

The vector ytest is compared to the points in the manifold curves for the various
terrains corresponding to the estimated speed.

5.2 Field Experimentation

The multiple speed classification with interpolation was applied to data
collected from the XUV. The system was trained at three speeds: 5 mph (2.2
m/s), 11 mph (4.9 m/s), and 17 mph (7.6 m/s). The results of classifying data
at these speeds and the intermediate speeds of 8 mph (3.6 m/s) and 14 mph
(6.2 m/s) are shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Results of Multiple Speed Terrain Classification with Interpolation
for the XUV with Training at 5 mph (2.2 m/s), 11 mph (4.9 m/s), and 17
mph (7.6 m/s) (Shaded Columns)

The results of Table 5 clearly show the ability of the classification technique
to classify terrains at speeds that do not correspond to the trained speeds.
However, by comparing this table with Table 4 it is seen that the classification
for the trained speeds is not as accurate as that achieved using the multiple
speeds classification algorithm of Section 4. This is most likely due to the
fact that the current interpolation-based algorithm does not explicitly use the
clusters corresponding to each terrain and speed; instead, it simply uses the
means of these clusters. Future work will consider extending this method to
explicitly handle clusters.
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6 Performance Comparison for On-Line Im-

plementation

In addition to terrain classification accuracy, a classification algorithm must
be suitable for online implementation, which is largely determined by the mem-
ory storage requirements and the online computational time. In this section
the algorithms of Sections 3, 4, and 5 are compared using these two measures.
It is assumed that each algorithm is used to classify three terrains at 8 speeds
and the variable is the number of training samples for each combination of ter-
rain and speed. Each of the algorithms was evaluated based on implementation
in Matlab. The comparison is fair, but the actual numbers could be improved
for each algorithm by using optimized code in a more efficient programming
language such as C++.

Each classification algorithm requires different parameters to be stored for
online computation. The speed dependent classification approach requires
storage of the training matrices Psj ,ti . The multiple speeds classification ap-
proach requires the reduced order matrix Y and the transformation matrix
Uk, while the multiple speeds classification with interpolation requires the pa-
rameters of the manifolds along with the transformation matrix Uk. Figure
19 shows how increasing the number of terrain samples affects the memory
requirements for the three classification approaches. (Note that the y-axis
has a logarithmic scale.) The interpolation approach had an initial increase
in storage requirements, but then leveled off, while the other two approaches
continued to increase as the number of samples increased.

The time required to classify a terrain is extremely important for online
implementation for an AGV because it determines the speed at which the con-
trol system may be adjusted for a new terrain. A comparison of the the online
computational time for the three classification approaches is shown in Figure
20. The computational time of the interpolation approach is essentially con-
stant with respect to the number of samples (although it will increase as the
number of trained speeds is increased). In contrast, the computational time of
the remaining two approaches increased as the number of samples increased.
Although for the number of samples shown, the multiple speeds classifica-
tion approach required smaller computational times than the interpolation
approach, as the number of samples continues to increase the former approach
would have greater computational requirements than the latter approach.
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Figure 19: The Memory Required For Increasing Training Samples.
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Figure 20: The Computation Time For Increasing Training Samples.
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7 Terrain Input Classification

Each of the classification algorithms presented in the previous sections
assumed an accurate vibrational transfer function model G(s) of the AGV
is not available. In contrast this section assumes that G(s) is available and
proposes classification based on mapping the sensor measurements of vibration
back to the inputs to the wheels. The terrain is then classified based on the
wheel inputs. Theoretically, this approach only requires training at one speed.
In addition, it has the capability of detecting when the vehicle is traversing
multiple terrains simultaneously (e.g., when the left wheels are off-road and
the right wheels are on-road). Although simulation results are promising, this
method has not yet been validated experimentally.

7.1 Basis for Terrain Input Classification

Recall that in Section 2.2 the frequency response of an AGV was modeled
as

Y (jω) = G(jω)X(jω), (20)

where X(jω) is the frequency response of the inputs to the wheels resulting
from traversing the terrain, Y (jω) denotes the frequency response of the mea-
surements of the sensor vibrations, and G(jω) is the frequency response of
the the vibrational transfer function. Now suppose that an input frequency
response Xa(jω) yields a corresponding output frequency response Ya(jω). At
a different speed, the input becomes Xb(jω) = 1

α
Xa(j

ω
α
), where α > 0 repre-

sents the associated time scaling, i.e., xb(t) = xa(αt) in the time domain. The
resulting output Yb(jω) is generally not a time scaled version of Ya(jω), i.e.,
Yb(jω) = 1

α
G(jω)X( jω

α
) instead of the time scaled version of Ya(jω), which

is given by 1
α
Ya(

jω
α

) = 1
α
G( jω

α
)Xa(

jω
α

). This important observation concerning
the speed dependence of the output frequency response Y (jω) motivated the
focus on classification at different speeds in the previous sections. However, it
also suggests using X(jω) for speed independent terrain classification. Since
these inputs cannot be directly measured with vibration based proprioceptive
sensors, they must be computed or approximated by using G(jω).

If G(jω) is a square matrix, where the number of inputs equals the number
of outputs, then X(jω) can be computed from (20) using

X(jω) = G(jω)−1Y (jω). (21)

If there are more outputs than inputs, i.e., (20) represents an over-determined
system of equations, then the least squares solution may suffice. If there are
fewer outputs than inputs, i.e., the system is under-determined, which is the
case considered here, there are in general an infinite number of solutions X(jω)
that satisfy (20) and some means must be sought for finding one meaningful
solution, a key problem in terrain input classification.
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Recall the system transfer function, G(s), for the four wheeled three output
vibration model (see Figure 5 and (3)) is defined by




z̈(s)
ωy(s)
ωx(s)


 =




g11(s) g12(s) g13(s) g14(s)
g21(s) g22(s) g23(s) g24(s)
g31(s) g32(s) g33(s) g34(s)




︸ ︷︷ ︸
G(s)




X1(s)
X2(s)
X3(s)
X4(s)


 , (22)

where the matrix elements of (22) (previously not described) are defined by

g11(s) = g12(s) = g13(s) = g14(s) = bs3+ks2

ms2+4bs+4k
,

g21(s) = g22(s) =
L2
2

bs2+
L2
2

ks

Iys2+L2
2bs+L2

2ks
,

g23(s) = g24(s) =
−L2

2
bs2−L2

2
ks

Iys2+L2
2bs+L2

2ks
,

g31(s) = g34(s) =
L1
2

bs2+
L1
2

ks

Ixs2+L2
1bs+L2

1ks
,

g32(s) = g33(s) =
−L1

2
bs2−L1

2
ks

Ixs2+L2
1bs+L2

1ks
.

(23)

The parameters of (23) were chosen to create a model representative of the
Pioneer 3-AT AGV, shown in Figure 1. The spring and damping constants
are computed based on a scaled car model from [19], while the remaining
parameters were measured directly from the robot. Vibration outputs were
then simulated using the resulting model and the previously determined sur-
face profiles from each terrain, obtained using the CMU Laser Line Striper, as
described in Subsection 2.2. The FFT was applied to extract the frequency
response from the simulated outputs. Methods were then sought to find X(jω)
that satisfy or nearly satisfy (20) as described below.

One solution is to apply least squares, but since this is an under-determined
system of equations, there are an infinite number of least squares solutions.
One least squares solution often used in under-determined systems is the min-
imal least squares solution, calculated using the Moore-Penrose Inverse. This
least squares solution minimizes both the squared error and the norm of the
computed inputs. However, in these simulations, the minimal least squares so-
lution was found to result in calculated inputs that are all of nearly the same
magnitude. When all four inputs are of the same terrain, this is an advanta-
geous property since terrain signatures are expected to have nearly the same
magnitude. However, during multiple terrain traversal, i.e., when different
wheels (usually left and right wheel pairs) are traversing different terrain, this
property can make the terrain signature of each input difficult to distinguish;
this is seen in Figure 21, where wheels traversing asphalt were paired with
wheels traversing grass terrains and the least squares solution substantially
distorts the asphalt signature, i.e., the dashed line is a distortion of the solid
line. Thus a different method of finding a solution for X(jω) was sought with
the purpose of detecting multiple terrain traversal.
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Figure 21: An Example Of Least Squares Solutions

Since inputs from the same terrain are expected to have approximately the
same magnitude frequency response, nonlinear constraints could be used to
find a more appropriate solution to (20). Since the front wheels are close in
proximity to the back wheels, the front and back wheels on the same side of
the AGV will typically experience the same terrain. Thus, in the four input,
three output case in Figure 5 inputs X1(jω) and X4(jω) are expected to be
from the same terrain and inputs X2(jω) and X3(jω) are expected to be from
the same terrain. The resulting nonlinearly constrained optimization problem
then becomes

min
X(jω)

[Y (jω)−G(jω)X(jω)]T [Y (jω)−G(jω)X(jω)] (24)

subject to
|X1(jω)| = |X4(jω)|, |X2(jω)| = |X3(jω)|. (25)

Although the optimization problem (24) and (25) will be considered in future
research, below less computationally intensive alternatives are presented.

When the vehicle is restricted to move in a straight line, the input to the
back wheels will be the same input experienced by the front wheels, with a
phase difference caused by a time delay. However, application of this concept
is impractical when the system has a high amount of symmetry. To illustrate
this, observe the resulting over-determined system given by



z̈(jω)
ωy(jω)
ωx(jω)


 =




g11(jω) + g14(jω)e−jωτ g12(jω) + g13(jω)e−jωτ

g21(jω) + g24(jω)e−jωτ g22(jω) + g23(jω)e−jωτ

g31(jω) + g34(jω)e−jωτ g32(jω) + g33(jω)e−jωτ




[
X1(jω)
X2(jω)

]
,

(26)
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where τ is the time delay in seconds. From (26) it can be seen that if g11(jω) ≈
g14(jω), g12(jω) ≈ g13(jω), and the time delay element e−jωτ has a phase of
180 degrees, the first equation in the system (26) will essentially reduce to
z̈(jω) ≈ 0. Similar symmetry in the second and third equations can result in
ωy(jω) ≈ 0 and ωx(jω) ≈ 0. The resulting system will ultimately cause the
computed inputs to spike toward infinity at certain frequencies. These peaks
make the terrain signatures almost indistinguishable. Thus in the presence
of model symmetry another computationally efficient method of solving the
constrained optimization problem must be sought.

Now, assume the nonlinear constraints of (25) are approximated by
X1(jω) = X4(jω) and X2(jω) = X3(jω). In general, this will result in an
over-determined system given by




z̈(jω)
ωy(jω)
ωx(jω)


 =




g11(jω) + g14(jω) g12(jω) + g13(jω)
g21(jω) + g24(jω) g22(jω) + g23(jω)
g31(jω) + g34(jω) g32(jω) + g33(jω)




[
X1(jω)
X2(jω)

]
. (27)

This then leads to the use of least squares to determine the inputs X1(jω) and
X2(jω). However, due to the symmetry in the assumed model of (22) and (23)
the transfer function matrix will not have full row rank and it may be better
to simply ignore the redundant equation as was done to develop the below
results.

Example inputs computed from (27) when the inputs are from the same
terrain are shown in Figure 22. The true system inputs are shown as well
for comparison purposes. Figure 22 shows relatively few difference in the
computed and true inputs and most importantly, the terrain signatures seem to
be preserved. Also, unlike classification with vibration outputs, terrain input
classification can be used to classify computed terrain inputs at an observed
speed, based on known inputs at a different reference speed. This comparison
is performed by scaling the frequency range of the observed inputs based on
the speed ratio ρ, which is defined by

ρ =
vreference

vobserved

. (28)

This speed ratio is used to compare the observed inputs X(jωρ) to the ref-
erence, instead of X(jω). As seen in Figure 23 computed input signatures of
drastically different speeds are very similar.

Based on the terrain signature preservation seen in Figures 22 and 23, high
classification accuracy is possible using terrain input classification. A more
detailed explanation of this approach as well as further simulation results that
show high classification accuracy can be found in [35]. However, this terrain
input classification methodology has not been tested experimentally and thus
can only be presented as a theoretical method at this time. Additionally, sev-
eral challenges are expected when moving from simulation to experimentation.
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Figure 22: The Computed and Actual Terrain Signatures.

7.2 Current Challenges

The most obvious challenge in implementing this approach is determin-
ing a linear transfer function for an AGV system. Due to inaccurate or un-
known parameters, analytical system models are expected to have insufficient
model fidelity. But, a sufficiently high fidelity model can probably be obtained
through system identification experiments. However, the range of functional-
ity of such a model may still be somewhat limited by extreme circumstances
such as high speed traversal or rugged terrains. The lower functionality would
be the result of unexpected changes in the system transfer function due to loss
of ground contact or other nonlinearities.

The other significant challenge is obtaining an accurate absolute velocity
measurement. Due to constant wheel slip on many terrains, wheel encoder
measurements on drive wheels could show large amounts of bias. However,
alternative solutions include the use of encoder measurements on non-drive
wheels (where rolling can be assumed), or velocity estimates using expensive
IMU sensors and GPS readings. It may also be possible to estimate slip from
other exteroceptive sensors, such as using stereo camera technology to correct
the encoder measurements accordingly to give an accurate measurement of
absolute velocity. Ultimately, the best method for obtaining an estimate of
absolute velocity will be determined experimentally.

The current research emphasizes experimental implementation using vari-
ous AGV platforms. The initial step in this process is determining the linear
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Figure 23: The Computed Terrain Signatures at Different Speeds.

transfer function of each AGV system. Current methodologies include using
an excitation track to perform a “mechanical” sine sweep as well as excitation
using an electrodynamic shaker. Once the system transfer function is obtained,
terrain input classification will be tested using vibration data collected from
multiple terrains.

8 FUTURE WORK

Vibration based terrain classification should be viewed as a complement
to vision based terrain classification. An ideal terrain classification system re-
quires the use of both methods to effectively identify the terrain. The ultimate
goal is to fuse vision based classification with vibration based classification to
develop a more robust system than can be achieved when either approach is
used in isolation. Some research has already been performed to accomplish
this fusion [36].

The area of vibration based terrain classification has great potential for
growth and development. Research is currently being conducted to include
additional terrain features. In particular, features such as slip relative to the
wheel or the entire vehicle will be pertinent in distinguishing terrains such as
sand, mud or snow and even terrain variations such as wet and dry grass.

When implemented in practical applications, terrain classification algo-
rithms are expected to consider a large number of terrain types and conditions,
including terrains that are similar yet distinguishable from a control perspec-
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tive, such as wet asphalt and dry asphalt. Thus a more robust vibration-based
classification algorithm must be able to classify larger numbers of terrains than
have been considered in research to date. Current research in this direction
includes the implementation of a multistaged classifier system, as illustrated
in Figure 24; this methodology allows for the grouping of similar terrains to
improve classification accuracy [37]. The use of the PNN classifier in this clas-

Figure 24: The Basic Structure Of A Multi-Stage Classification System

sification system provides the ability to tune the smoothing parameters σ for
each terrain type and feature. Thus, instead of a single scalar smoothing pa-
rameter, a matrix can be developed, where each matrix element corresponds
to a specific class and feature.

Although the PNN has been used in the research reported here, there is
some evidence that support vector machines may provide even better classifi-
cation [38]. Current research is also seeking to experimentally validate terrain
input classification by using system identification to experimentally obtain the
vibrational transfer function of an AGV.

In developing a terrain classification system, the objective is to ultimately
improve the control of an AGV in unstructured and uncertain outdoor envi-
ronments. A set of driving behaviors should be developed to improve the vehi-
cle’s control characteristics, such as traction and steering, on different terrains.
Hence, current research is being conducted to quantify various qualitative ex-
pert driving rules for implementation on an AGV control system. Once the
terrain classification algorithm identifies that an AGV has encountered a new
terrain, the control system can then be adjusted to the appropriate rules.

9 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter presented vibration based terrain classification methods for
an AGV. The discussion began by describing how the terrain profile influ-
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ences the wheel inputs and hence, due to the vibrational transfer function of
the vehicle, produces a response that has a unique signature for each terrain
and speed. Samples of the vehicle’s response at each speed were trained and
classified using a Probabilistic Neural Network in a speed dependent terrain
classification algorithm. This approach was improved in both computational
time and the ability to train at a larger number of speeds by applying Principal
Component Analysis to obtain reduced-order terrain signature vectors. Fur-
ther refinement involved the use of spline interpolation to classify at speeds
that are between two of the trained speeds. The interpolation results are
preliminary but promising. The first three approaches were verified experi-
mentally using data collected from both an ATRV-Jr and an eXperimental
Unmanned Vehicle (XUV), while the third approach was verified using only
XUV data. A fourth approach, terrain input classification, uses the vibra-
tion transfer function of the vehicle and theoretically provides vibration-based
classification that only requires training at one speed. However, it remains to
be experimentally demonstrated. Ultimately, these vibration based methods
will be used in conjunction with vision based methods for more robust terrain
classification.
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